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Influential at Stanford

Lenzi Plans to Seek Support For 'Committee of 15' Proposal
By Terry Peters

"The Committee of 15 is basically a proposal to create a policy-making body of the highest order on which all factions of the University are represented, and represented justly."

This is how Ray Lenzi, student body president, summarized the idea behind a such a committee has operated there for the past four years.

Lenzi's presidential assistant, Stuart Novick, formerly of Stanford University, said such a committee has operated there for the past four years. Novick suggested that a "Committee of 15" be established at SIU.

Kerner Signs Bills To Combat Crime

SPRINGFIELD, ILL. (AP) - Gov. Otto Kerner signed bills Thursday designed to step up the war against crime in Illinois, including controls over possession of guns and an anti-looting measure.

Kerner coupled his action with an appeal to Congress for enactment of President Johnson's safe streets and crime control legislation.

At the same time, Kerner vetoed for the second time in two years the so-called "stop and frisk" bill, which he termed an invasion of constitutional rights.
Kuo Named to Succeed Adams
As History Department Head

(Continued from Page 1)


Other efforts include a book entitled "A Critical Study of the First Anglo-Chinese War," issued in Shanghai in 1935, several articles in professional and scholarly journals, and several reviews in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and other publications.

From 1960 to 1962, Kuo served as chairman of the SUI Committee on Asian Studies. In 1964, he was named president of the Midwestern Conference on Asian Affairs. During his stay at SUI, Kuo has served on the Faculty Council and on other committees of the University.

As a native of China, Kuo completed his undergraduate work at Shanghai and then spent four years as a Boxer Scholar at Harvard University where he received his master's and doctorate in history.

Kuo was professor of history at the National Wuhan University at Wuchang, China, from 1933 to 1938. During World War II, he served the Nationalist Government. His assignments included counselor for the National Military Council, chief of the Editorial and Publications Department of the Ministry of Information; counselor of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; and special assistant to General Chiang Kai-shek at the Cairo Conference.

He was a member of China's delegation to the San Francisco Conference of the U.N. in 1945. During the preparatory commission for the U.N. in London, Kuo served as chief of the Trusteeship Section. He served as the top-ranking director of the Department of Security Council Affairs at U.N. headquarters in New York for two years.

After the Communist takeover over the mainland, Kuo left government and diplomatic service, moving to California where he returned to his academic work, research and writing.

Tornado Alert
Severe Weather Moving Towards Area Puts Campus Warning System Into Effect

The tornado-alert system went into effect on campus late Thursday afternoon.

A radio-equipped car was stationed in the vicinity of St. Joseph's Hospital near Murphysboro late in the afternoon, after tornado alerts were posted for counties northwest of the Carbondale area, according to Flora A. Bridges, civil defense coordinator.

Bridges said a funnel cloud was sighted west of Murphysboro about 4:40 p.m. and when the severe weather system was reported moving southeast toward Carbondale, the campus warning system went into operation.

The system is designed to "ring the campus" with radio-equipped cars and observation stations stationed at high places such as the 17-story Neely Hall, Bridges said.

Because the weather system was headed toward Carbondale from the northwest, the radio-equipped car was stationed near Murphysboro to observe any approaching severe weather, Bridges explained.

Civil defense workers manned the campus office of the organization and they and the observers put into operation the system that has been in effect for a number of years, Bridges said.

Tornado alerts have not been this close to Carbondale for three or four years, Bridges said. He did not include severe weather warnings.

The civil defense office dispatched messengers to areas such as Southern Hills, where residents were advised to tune in on the local radio stations for the latest advisory information.

In the system, custodial workers or other employees
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are used to relay the alert to residents of living areas.

The observers on buildings such as Neely Hall use "walkie-talkie" radios to report any information to the civil defense office in the Communications Building.

The office has a wall map which is used to plot the course of any tornados sighted; the severe weather ("traced") as the reports come in. The campus system is tied in with the county-wide observer system.

In addition, the civil defense office on campus has a special teletype warning system from St. Louis; other information is relayed through the system from Kansas City, Chicago, Springfield, Paducah, Ky., and other points.
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‘Birth of a University’ Today’s Documentary on WSIU-TV

“Birth of a University” as 9 p.m. N.E.T., Documentary Special, “The Struggle For Peace: will be presented at 7 p.m. today on WSIU-TV. the ‘Chaos and Conflict.’

Other programs:
4:30 p.m. What’s New: "Search for a Dragon" (Part II).
5 p.m. Friendly Giant.
5:15 p.m. Industry on Parade: Film.
5:30 p.m. Film Feature.
6 p.m. The French Chef: “Turban of Sole.”
6:30 p.m. In My Opinion: Discussion.
7:30 p.m. What’s New.
8 p.m. Passport 8, Bold Journey: “Seven Sears on a Shoestring.”
8:30 p.m. A Nation at War: Documentary.

Animal Behavior, Dance Notation Will Be Studied

Application of dance notation to the movement and behavior of animals will be the subject of a Movement Notation Conference—first of its kind—Aug. 5 at SIU. The conference will be open to anyone interested in this new technique of recording scientific data, according to Harvey Fisher, chairman of the Department of Zoology. It will be held at the department quarters in the Life Science Building starting at 8:30 a.m. Participants will include Fisher W. Patrick Milburn, biology department, Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.; Mrs. Toni Intravaia, dance notator, SIU School of Fine Arts staff; and Earl Meseth of Chicago, a doctoral student in zoology.

‘London Echo’ to Feature

Hawthornden Prize Winner

On “London Echo” the winner of this year’s Hawthornden Prize; reports on books famous people would take to a desert island, highlighted at 2 p.m. on WSIU Radio.

Other programs:
7:58 a.m. Sign on and news report,
8:10 a.m. Morning Show: Campus area, national and world information, and pop-music, weather, new, and sports,
8:22 a.m. Challenges in Education: The Computer in Education,
2 p.m. London Echo,
7 p.m. About Science: Dr. Hibbs and Dr. Irving Bengelsof discuss "About Communication Between Scientists and Laymen,"
7:30 p.m. London Portrait: Colonel David is the conductor on "The Art of Conducting."
10:30 p.m. News Report.

from the studio of
HARVEY SHERMAN HARRIS
A SALE of small art works priced from $1.00 and up Saturday & Sunday August 5th and 6th from 2:00 to 5:30 P.M. 805 South Marion St.

DANCE
Jackson County YMCA
"Great Summer of Fun"
Music by Walter Scott and the Guise of St. Louis
Friday Night Dance: 8:30 to 11:30. Admission: $0.00
Oakland Tennis Courts, Oakdale St., C’Dale in case of rain: CHHS Girls’ Gymn

FOY Eastgate
PH. 457-5685
Now thru Tues! See ‘SPAR CATUS’... The Greatest Spectacle of all Time - LAST 6 DAYS!

Each new Gladiator at the school of legends Britanus was told, “Those of you who survive me will occasionally be given the responsibility of a young lady...” And now, Spartans...you have yours! The question is, ‘What will you do with her?’ What do you know about yourlemactes when you spend your days learning to kill in the arena? How can you promise this woman freedom when you yourself are a slave? To find the answer, you must see Spartacus. A tender love story wrapped in a violent motion picture.

I’VE NEVER LOVED A WOMAN...

SEAN CONNERY
IS JAMES BOND

KIRK DOUGLAS - LAURENCE OLIVER - JEAN SIMMONS
CHARLES LAUGHTON - PETER USTINOV - JOHN GAVIN

THERE’S ONLY ONE LIVING CODE

PLUS... CLINT EASTWOOD

A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS” (shown second)
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Riots Serve a Double Purpose: First They Make Goods Available to the People and Second They Provide Jobs When the Cleanup Comes

'Vernet, The Israel Times'

Israeli Stand on Gulf Reaffirms Earlier View

Irony seems to be a by-product of all wars. One of the most ironic situations arising out of the Arab-Israeli conflict is connected with shipping in the Gulf of Aqaba. The Arabs precipitated the hostilities by closing the gulf to Israeli ships by blocking the Strait of Tiran at its entrance and isolating Israel from access to the Red Sea, but currently with Israel in control of the Strait of Tiran, more than half the ships that pass into the gulf are carrying cargo to the Arab countries via the Jordanian port of Aqaba. Meanwhile the Israeli port of Elath, just a few miles to the northwest of Aqaba, is suffering from an informal boycott by shippers who refuse to use its facilities for fear of losing their Arab customers who are awed enemies of Israel.

But in spite of the steady flow of goods to its enemies and its own economic dislocation at Elath, Israel has not abandoned its policy of freedom of access to the gulf. "We have always argued that freedom of passage was an international right," said the commander of Sharm El Sheikh, a position that dominates access to the gulf. "We can't, very well use the gulf."

Israel deserves praise for her firm stand on this important issue: it is an affirmation of the right of all shipping to ply international waters. She has done this despite the fact that the gulf is the zone for 80 per cent of all Jordan's imports.

We believe Israel's refusal to compensate her position although it benefits her enemies has established a precedent which can be most constructive at such time as a middle eastern peace is negotiated. It certainly will be a powerful talking point to persuade the United Arab Republic that the Suez canal when it is re-opened should be available to Israeli ships.

-Daily Egyptian

Red Tape Which Hinders Riot Aid Needed Cutting

Michigan's Governor Romney has said that "the President of the United States played politics in a period of tragedy and riot.

This is a most serious accusation and it is important to determine, as far as may be possible, whether it is true.

Why all of this semantic squaring? White House aides have said privately there are certain legal requirements which must be met before the President can send federal troops to the scene of a riot. No one has said specifically that these requirements include certification of an uncontrollable insurrection.

Why was Governor Romney unwilling to use the word "invasion", which, in fact, he never used, but only political reasons of his own. More probably because a formal declaration of insurrection might have invalidated insurance policies covering damage estimated at $1 billion.

In any event, this was a wasted performance and should not serve as a model for extending federal military min to any riot-stricken city.

The President said yesterday day that he knows of nothing that can be gained by trying to justify or explain actions during the Detroit crisis.

There is one thing, however, which can be gained. If there is anything in the law which necessitated the backing and filling, and the delay, in getting troops, Governor Romne y's 3 a.m. request, the law should be redrafted without delay.

For a needless delay of even a few hours can mean a great deal of difference when a city is hit by a major riot.

-G Zhang Star

DeGaulle's Actions Quite Predictable

On Canadian Tour

"Le Grand Charles" remains predictable.

Returning to France from the turmoil of his Canadian visit, de Gaulle scorned the opportunity to exploit the world's silence. No one expected an apology from an ego of Alpine dimensions, but there isn't a man in this crowd who thought the French president would see depth and breadth of the wound he had inflicted.

They didn't know their man. Having thrown a match into the tinderbox of Canadian politics with his support of the French senescences, de Gaulle ordered his heralds to trumpet the occasion. Unanimously, the cabinet approved his action.

The statement drafted by Gau lle and adopted by his chancellors was cold sounding as if it had come from the other side of the world. It made no mention of the "immense French fervor" which the general had earlier so successfully overcoming.

France, the general says, does not have any pretensions to Canadian sovereignty. Then what does he hope to accomplish by sending an abundant supply of army prof e ssors without drawing from a strike of heads of state. - Detroit Free Press

Taxes on Taxes Leave Few Taxes Yet Untaxed

Citizens in the United States will likely be burdened with more taxes if President Johnson has his way.

Already engulfed in the vicious circle of income tax, sales tax, luxury tax, and other lesser known methods of tax payment, the American citizen will probably be paying a tax on tax in the near future.

The President has asked Congress to approve a 10 per cent surtax on corporation and individuals. This means a person whose income tax amounted to $100 would have to pay a 1 per cent fee on the $100 or an additional $10.

Congress and the taxpayers have been expecting a tax hike since January, but the proposed rate of 10 per cent shocked many people.

The President first proposed a surcharge in his state of the Union message to help pay for the war in Vietnam, to hold down interest rates, and to stem inflationary pressures, which economists predicted would reoccur late in the year.

Johnson's first indication of a proposed hike called for a flat six per cent rate. However, the feeling now is that the six per cent will fall short of bringing in the necessary revenue to continue the administration's domestic and foreign programs.

More probably the President was silent on any tax increase, but now it seems the administration is trying to create some state of emergency to ram through the tax hike.

It seems rather absurd that the President would ask the American people to pay an additional 10 per cent on their present taxes especially with elections only a year away.

Most people are currently paying taxes on every penny they earn, on everything they buy.

And now the President is asking people to pay a tax on their tax.

They are getting to the point where it doesn't pay to live in this country anymore. The taxes currently in force, plus the ones being asked for, besides the higher than the bare necessities, means that one has to work two or three jobs which the Internal Revenue Service doesn't know about.

Let's hope Congress has a different view of the surcharge than do's the President.

Bob Forbes

World Opinion No Substitute For Judgment

The International Red Cross has once again done a good deed by slaughtering Yemeni civilians with poison gas. The ephemeral force known as world opinion predictably has rendered judgment with stinging silence.

3 years ago, by contrast, when the Yanks began in outrageous when U.S. commanders used non-lethal tear gas to dissuade Paraguay guerrillas firing from behind a shantytown there, there was hullabaloo.

There is no reason to be surprised, for no inconsistencies of world opinion worldwide. The world opinion comprises chiefly the editorials of Europe's leftist press --- "crash and posting" --- the United Na tions' fuzzy-minded neutralists. It can thus be counted on to be consistently anti-American.

Somewhere, though, this lesson hasn't penetrated the minds of those Americans who continue to argue that U.S. foreign policy is out of date. It was designed to get good reviews from Euro-bureaucrat editors. Next time those arguments come up, it will pay to remember the time when President Nixon was examined in Yemen.

They are a gruesome reminder that ought to close eyes for world opinion is an essentially hypochondriacal nation that never sway the United States from following its own best judgment.

---Wall St. Journal

Briefly Editorial

A Paris dispatch to an Eastern newspaper tells us that "The little black dress with the underprivileged look is the French ladies' latest haute-couture collections for fall and winter; it is upstaged only by the black suit or the black coat." Well, to use a phrase, they've come a long way. We'll never see the day when a woman will look as good on the left as she does on the right.

Richard M. Nixon, a candidate for Vice President when he first appeared on the ticket in 1952, was good enough for the wife of Richard M. Nixon, a candidate for President when he first appeared on the ticket in 1960. It wasn't haute-couture then, however, just the type of gar­ment that ought to close eyes of every candidate for high office in this government of the people, cor­porate. Milbank? Is mine out?

---St. Louis Post Dispatch
China Believed Badly Fragmented

By James Cary
(Copley News Service)

WASHINGTON -- All Mao's horses and all Mao's men can never put China together again.

Some other leader may with great difficulty, but not the aged and ailing chairman of China's Communist Party, officials here believe.

Mao Tse-tung, now 71, launched what he called a "cultural revolution" a year ago in an effort to purify the party of all taints of capitalist, neo-revolutionary tendencies.

Today he has the wreckage of the party's organization—the chief unity force in China—to show for his handiwork, plus probably some damage to the army and economy too, the China specialists report.

In addition the "revolution" is badly stalled.

Only two municipalities and four of China's 22 provinces are claimed by the government as under the control of Mao revolutionary committees.

And even in these areas the Maoists are fractioning into warring groups who fight each other as much as they fight Mao's opponents, spreading confusion and hastening what officials believe is a return to forms of regional control.

U.S. officials assigned to studying the China scene make few clear-cut statements now about what is going on in China, but they believe that something approximating the following has taken place:

Until about 1957 mainland China under Mao's leadership, and with the pummeling of considerable Soviet investment, made impressive advances.

Under the Communist Party and its unifying ideology China achieved perhaps the greatest degree of effective centralized control in its history.

Significant increases were registered in agriculture and industrial production. Sometimes after 1958 a scientific program was launched that has provided China with nuclear and thermonuclear weapons.

In 1959, against the advice of the Soviet Union, China's chief ally, Mao launched his "great leap forward" program. This was an attempt to wrench massive industrial and agricultural gains through overwhelming human effort.

By late 1959, resulting economic dislocations forced abandonment of the program.

Exactly what happened in the next four to five years is not clear, but apparently Mao's sun began to decline. A contest for leadership of the nation—or at least for the guidance of its main policies—developed between what might be called the "pragmatists" and Mao's rigidly orthodox Marxist "romantics," who apparently still had hopes of returning to another "great leap forward" program someday.

One highly informed source here says the damage inflicted on the Communist Party has gone too far for Mao to repair it.

Cost of Operating
Family Automobile
Hits 11 Cents/Mile

For many years the rule of thumb has been that it costs at least 10 cents a mile to own and operate an automobile.

A great many motorists doubt it, since gasoline, oil, and yard repairs are so much less. At intervals some professional economist, or editor for a special cause, challenges the figure.

But it is an established fact of life, as newly confirmed by a federal highway administration study. The analysis covers a standard four-door family car costing $2,800. It extends for 10 years and 140,000 miles, which is average for use of an automobile, even thought it is likely to be traded three times before it is junked. The figures come to 11 cents a mile.

Depreciation is the fouler, except among statisticians. It takes 2.8 cents of the 11. As the car ages depreciation declines but maintenance increases. Maintenance has come to average 2.1 cents a mile by the time the car reaches the junk yard.

Taxes on the car, the gasoline, and the license tag total 0.5 cents a mile. By comparison the gas and oil cost 1.7 cents a mile.

Insurance, 1.4 cents, costs more than taxes, gas, and oil put together, 0.8 cents a mile.

Now the old figure of more than 10 cents a mile stands, after all the attacks, inflated to 11 cents. And that is the competition for riding the bus, trains, and other forms of transportation.

---Memphis Commercial Appeal

Our Man Hoppe

Goodguys Convert Badguys by Chopping Off Heads

By Arthur Hoppe
(San Francisco Chronicle)

Once upon a time in the Beautiful Green Valley where the wildflowers grew there was a lovely village called the United States of Wonderful. All of its 60 inhabitants were Goodguys and all believed devoutly in the doctrine of Wonderfulism. Most of the other 940 people in The Beautiful Green Valley were Badguys who believed in one kind of Awfulism or another. And they spent much of their time briling and cheating and pushing people's heads—all in the name of the onekind of Awfulism or another.

But the little band of Goodguys, over the years, mostly minded their own business, worked hard, practiced Wonderfulism and grew rich. They grew very rich indeed.

They owned as many barracks, hairpins and cars as all the other 940 people together. They had twice as much food to eat, lived 30 years longer and went to the movies whenever they liked.

Most of the other 940 people in the Beautiful Valley went to bed hungry every night.

But the 60 Goodguys worried about this. They truly did. "Why can't everybody, they'd say sadly, "be like us?"

So they began sending a little money and a little food to the poorer villages. But it was only a drop in the bucket. And nothing changed much.

"Why can't everybody be like us?" said the Goodguys, somewhat testily. "The trouble is, they don't believe in Wonderfulism."

So the Goodguys went around preaching the virtues of Wonderfulism. But you know how people always want to do things their way, Nothing's more frustrating.

"Look, all we want is for everybody to be like us," said the Goodguys, "so now, we're very rich and we'll give you lots of money if you will only convert yourselves to Wonderfulism."

Some people, of course, promptly announced they were converted to Wonderfulism. But like most paid converts, their loyalty wasn't worth much. And there was a lot of back-sliding, double-crossing and triple-dealing.

"By George, everybody is going to be Goodguys like us," thunder the Goodguys, "or else!" And being by far the rich and powerful village they were able to build the biggest Machine for chopping off people's heads the valley had ever seen. Oh, it was a big machine, and just to look at it made the Goodguys feel safe and secure and powerful.

"Now do what we tell you, said the Goodguys firmly, trundling out their Machine. "It's for your own good."

So they began threatening this village and the other one. And they even saved lots of Badguys from Awfulism—generally by chopping off their heads.

But this strategy actually worked! For the Goodguys soon got used to bribing and cheating and pushing people around and chopping off people's heads— all in the name of Wonderfulism. And thus, by exercising their tremendous power, they achieved their long sought goal.

Yes, sir, everybody was just like them.

Morals: be a Goodguy, practice Wonderfulism and in your leisure time smell wildflowers.
China May Force Tensions To War Point

TOKYO(AP) New and widespread violence has erupted in many parts of Red China in a continuing tense struggle for power, reports from the mainland indicated Thursday, and a Moscow report said the spread of fighting to 700 million was headed for civil war.

Travelers from Red China were quoted in Hong Kong as reporting bloody fighting between more than 20,000 supporters and foes of Mao Tse-tung in Hunan, chairman Mao's native province.

In the long uneasy, populous south China province of Kwang-tung, numerous disorders and pitched battles were reported to have broken out sporadically, and reports reaching Tokyo said the People's Liberation Army had taken over there long ago because, President Ho C. Nhai described as "the extreme urgency of the situation."

In turbulent Wuhan, the big triple city in Hubei Province and economic heart of China, a Japanese report from Peking said the Red Chinese in a rebellion commander of an army brigade, had been fired after he tried to have his regiment led by disloyal army men.

Negro Judge Gets Senate Approval

WASHINGTON (AP) Thur- good Marshall, Tennessee Negro ever nominated for the Su- preme Court, won approval of the Senate Judiciary Committee Thursday by a vote of 11-5.

All the votes against rec- ommending Senate confirmation were cast by Southern members of the committee.

Chairman James O. East- land, D-La., said Marshall's nomination will not be reported to the Senate un- til the close of the Session. He said this was agreed on to permit time for the preparation of majority and minor- ity reports.

Marshall has twice been contended for the Senate seat, first in 1962 to be a judge on the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New York and again in 1965 to be solicitor general.

Eastland announced that he had voted against approving Marshall's nomination along with Sens. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C., John L. McClellas, D-Ark.; George Smathers, D- Fla.; and Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.

Vietnam Combat Fatalities

Lowest Count in 6 Months

SAIGON (AP) A skirmish by land and the Forrestal (DD-109) at sea last week combined to kill 245 Americans in the Vietnam war. But the U.S. Command disclosed Thursday American casualties attrib- uted to combat declined to their lowest level in six months.

Spokesman said 114 U.S. servicemen were killed, 602 wounded and five missing in fight to moderate action across the country. South Vietnam reported 76 of its men killed, compared with 183 the week before.

The Communist death toll hit- ted 1,399, the lowest since the week of June 4-10.

Casualties aboard the For- restal, the 75,000-ton aircraft carrier ravaged by flames and explosions in the Gulf of Tonkin last Saturday, were classified as from nonhostile causes. With the death of two injured men in Vietnam hos- pitals, the carrier toll stood at 131 killed, 62 wounded and 3 missing.

From Washington and Seoul came fresh reports of major man- power for pursuit of the war. President Johnson said he will increase American troop strength here by 55,000 to 50,000 men in the current fiscal year, which ends next June 30. That would swell Gen. William C. West- moreland's command to 525,000 men.

Government sources in Seoul said President Chung Hee Park, who has 46,000 combat troops in Vietnam, and two envoys from President Johnson agreed in principle on a need to send about 17,000 South Korean re- servists, paid by the United States, to help man supply lines. They said details would be discussed in diplomatic channels.

The U.S. envoys, Clark M. Clifford and Gen Maxwell D. Taylor, would tour their part of the allied Asian nations and head back to Washington.

U.S. Marines pushed two major new operations in the hard-pressured northern sector of South Vietnam, where Viet Cong ashburgs killed 15 men and wounded one of a mine- sweeping detail Wednesday on a road west of Da Nang.

Johnson Requests Tax Hike To Cover Viet Troop Costs

WASHINGTON (AP) Presi- dent Johnson called on Con- gress Thursday to enact promptly a 10 per cent sur- charge on personal and corpor- ate income taxes, partly to pay for a new troop build- up in Vietnam.

In submitting his tax plan in a special message, John- son promised to hold down spending as much as possible so that Congress could do the same.

With increased taxes and restraints on spending, he said, the budget deficit for the fiscal year cannot be held below $14 billion and $18 billion. Otherwise, he added, the deficit could go as high as $27 billion.

Johnson said a mid-year review of his budget shows defense spending will rise an additional $4 billion projected in January.

In describing his message as a "financial plan for America's continued econo- mic well-being," Johnson pro- posed that the surcharge on individuals take effect on Oct. 1, that on corporations to be made retroactive to July 1. Johnson called the sur- charge temporary and said it would expire on June 30, 1970.

Johnson warned that the sur- charge would presumably add on corporations to the sur- charge and higher.

He refrained from labeling the surcharge a "war tax," however, and said it is de- signed to "encourage saving and re- switching, saving and repatriating any profit, held down in- terest rates, keep 'Great So- ciety' programs moving in view of recent racial distur- bances and safeguards pros- perity.

Johnson last January pro- posed a 6 per cent surcharge to take effect last July 1 but administration leaders have repeatedly indicated the rate could go higher.

Under the surcharge, a per- son would add 10 per cent to his present tax bill. For example, an average family of four with an income of $20,000 pays about $1,100 in federal taxes under present rates. Under the surcharge the family's tax bill would in- crease by $100 over the course of a year.

The 16 million taxpayers in the income brackets would be exempt from the surcharge.

A married couple with two children, for example, with an income of less than $5,000 yearly would pay no extra taxes under the plan. Neither would a single person with an income under $1,000 or a mar- ried couple with $3,000 a year income.
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Sunday Worship 10:45 am

Sermon: The Self-Righteous Man

The University Community is Cordially Invited
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SAIGON (AP) -- Skirmishing by land and the Forrestal (DD-109) at sea last week combined to kill 245 Americans in the Vietnam war. But the U.S. Command disclosed Thursday American casualties attributed to combat declined to their lowest level in six months.

Spokesman said 114 U.S. servicemen were killed, 602 wounded and five missing in fight to moderate action across the country. South Vietnam reported 76 of its men killed, compared with 183 the week before.

The Communist death toll hitted 1,399, the lowest since the week of June 4-10.

Casualties aboard the Forrestal, the 75,000-ton aircraft carrier ravaged by flames and explosions in the Gulf of Tonkin last Saturday, were classified as from nonhostile causes. With the death of two injured men in Vietnam hospitals, the carrier toll stood at 131 killed, 62 wounded and 3 missing.

From Washington and Seoul came fresh reports of major manpower for pursuit of the war. President Johnson said he will increase American troop strength here by 55,000 to 50,000 men in the current fiscal year, which ends next June 30. That would swell Gen. William C. Westmoreland's command to 525,000 men.

Government sources in Seoul said President Chung Hee Park, who has 46,000 combat troops in Vietnam, and two envoys from President Johnson agreed in principle on a need to send about 17,000 South Korean reserves, paid by the United States, to help man supply lines. They said details would be discussed in diplomatic channels.

The U.S. envoys, Clark M. Clifford and Gen Maxwell D. Taylor, would tour their part of the allied Asian nations and head back to Washington.

U.S. Marines pushed two major new operations in the hard-pressed northern sector of South Vietnam, where Viet Cong ashburgs killed 15 men and wounded one of a mine-sweeping detail Wednesday on a road west of Da Nang.

Johnson Requests Tax Hike To Cover Viet Troop Costs

WASHINGTON (AP) -- President Johnson called on Congress Thursday to enact promptly a 10 per cent surcharge on personal and corporate income taxes, partly to pay for a new troop build-up in Vietnam.

In submitting his tax plan in a special message, Johnson promised to hold down spending as much as possible so that Congress could do the same.

With increased taxes and restraints on spending, he said, the budget deficit for the fiscal year cannot be held below $14 billion and $18 billion. Otherwise, he added, the deficit could go as high as $27 billion.

Johnson said a mid-year review of his budget shows defense spending will rise an additional $4 billion projected in January.

In describing his message as a "financial plan for America's continued economic well-being," Johnson proposed that the surcharge on individuals take effect on Oct. 1, that on corporations to be made retroactive to July 1. Johnson called the surcharge temporary and said it would expire on June 30, 1970.

Johnson warned that the surcharge would presumably add on corporations to the surcharge and higher.

He refrained from labeling the surcharge a "war tax," however, and said it is designed to "encourage saving and repatriating any profit, held down interest rates, keep 'Great Society' programs moving in view of recent racial disturbances and safeguards prosperity.

Johnson last January proposed a 6 per cent surcharge to take effect last July 1 but administration leaders have repeatedly indicated the rate could go higher.

Under the surcharge, a person would add 10 per cent to his present tax bill. For example, an average family of four with an income of $20,000 pays about $1,100 in federal taxes under present rates. Under the surcharge the family's tax bill would increase by $100 over the course of a year.

The 16 million taxpayers in the income brackets would be exempt from the surcharge.

A married couple with two children, for example, with an income of less than $5,000 yearly would pay no extra taxes under the plan. Neither would a single person with an income under $1,000 or a married couple with $3,000 a year income.
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Detroit Tragedy Avoidable
According to New Indications

WASHINGTON (AP) - The director of a university center that has been studying the nation’s riots says early indications are that Detroit police could have avoided the incident which triggered racial riots last month.

And Dr. John P. Spiegel also says he believes Detroit police probably allowed the riot to flare out of control by using too little force in the initial stages.

Spiegel, who heads the Lemberg Center for the Study of Violence at Brandeis University in Waltham, Mass., emphasized in a telephone interview that his research staff so far has more questions than answers about the July 23 triggering event of the Detroit riot and outbreaks in other cities.

But he said one question is why the Detroit police would stage a raid on an after-hours drinking hangout in the early morning hours of a Sunday and an area with riot potential.

And, he asked: Why would they conduct the raid routinely without extra police ready to help?

Ohio Residents Say Rights Leader Broke State Law

CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) - Two Cleveland residents have claimed that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and various civil rights organizations violated state law in connection with their drive to make Sealtest Dairy Co. of Cleveland hire more Negroes, Hugo Safari said.

Robert W. Amabile and William Murphree filed the charges with the Ohio Civil Rights Commission of which Safari is chairman.

American Urged To Rely on Law

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - A Negro civil rights leader says if national news media declared a 30-day moratorium on hate speeches, much bitterness plaguing the nation would disappear.

Clarence Mitchell, director of the Washington bureau of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, said Wednesday night reliance on law, not violence, is the winning way to civil rights.

Mitchell, often the NAACP spokesman in hearings before Congress, said his organization and the great majority of Americans of all races and faiths continue to reply on the law.

Mitchell said there was an amazing similarity between the preachments of the new advocates of violence and the old stand-pat segregationists.

The batters, both white and non-white, want to resegment the country, he said.

Viet Forces Buildup Announced

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson announced Thursday new troop authorizations that will swell the U.S. commitment in the Vietnam war to at least 52,000 men by next July.

In his tax message the President said that on the basis of recommendations from top defense and military leaders he has concluded "that I should authorize an increase of at least 45,000 in the number of men to be sent to Vietnam this fiscal year." Talking to newsmen he put the immediate order to increase to 45,000 to 50,000.

Pentagon spokesmen said this will be over and above the presently authorized 480,000-man level expected to be reached about October.

Sources said most, if not all, the additional 45,000 or so will be Army troops and some may be assigned to reinforce Marines battling North Vietnamese regulars along Vietnam’s demilitarized zone.

Currently, according to figures revised Thursday, there are 454,000 men in Vietnam, down from 464,000 total which was being used by the Pentagon on July 1 and a 461,000 total which was posted at the time the President spoke.

Officials said the reduction is a statistical matter and does not "represent a drop in actual operational strength."

Rather, it was explained, the reduction reflects the number of transients - departing troops and their coming replacements - who are in the manpower pipeline at any one time. These are no longer being counted as part of the in-country force.

"This nation," the President said in disclosing the troop increase, "has taken a solemn pledge - that its sons and brothers engaged in the conflict there shall never lack all the help, all the arms and all the equipment essential for their mission and for their very lives."

"America must and will honor that pledge."

The additional forces mean higher war costs, and the President warned that Vietnam spending "may exceed our earlier estimates." He said that based on present plans defense expenditures in fiscal 1968, which ends next June 30, may top the authorized budget "by-up to $4 billion."

To All Stevenson Arms Residents, Thank You

The Management of Stevenson Arms wants to thank all of the fine young men and the senior residents who have been staying at Stevenson Arms this summer; also we have enjoyed serving you. We hope your stay has been most enjoyable. We wish you the very best for the future and we hope to see you again.

Mr. Don Whitlock, Mgr.
Mr. W.B. Gile
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Dog Day’s Sale
All Hair Dryers $10.00
Value at $39.95
Saturday, August 5th Only
Lloyd’s Hardware
MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER

It is WISE to Save at Lloyd’s During their FINAL Clearance Sale.
Sportswear and dresses one half off. Bathing Suits one half off and less. Also, bargain tables throughout the store.
open Mondays until 8:30

CROSS COUNTRY BICYCLER - Peter Rowe, 16, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willford Rowe of Norwalk, Conn., stopped in Decatur recently during the course of his 3,000 mile cross-country trip. Peter has averaged about 100 miles each day during his rigorous trip.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 4</td>
<td>University Choir Concert</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom, Univ.Ctr.</td>
<td>8:00 P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 5</td>
<td>&quot;Carousel&quot;</td>
<td>Muckelroy Aud.</td>
<td>8:00 P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 6</td>
<td>&quot;Carousel&quot;</td>
<td>Muckelroy Auditorium</td>
<td>2:00 &amp; 8:00 P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 17</td>
<td>Band Concert</td>
<td>Univ. Ctr. Patio</td>
<td>7:00 P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18</td>
<td>&quot;Carnival&quot;</td>
<td>Muckelroy Auditorium</td>
<td>8:00 P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 23</td>
<td>SIU Orchestra Concert</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom, Univ.Ctr.</td>
<td>7:30 P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 24</td>
<td>Glee Club Concert</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom, Univ.Ctr.</td>
<td>7:30 P.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 28</td>
<td>Final Exams Begin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Graduate School at SIU will not let the young expression of Jeri has done in current novels and teaching third grade students... taking care of her pets (see Jeri's bone in Richmond, Indiana).
have a new addition this fall—adorable Jeri Alexander. I mean, she’s 22 and planning to teach in special education, everything from discotheque dancing and guitar playing to reading at Ft. Lauderdale. (Of course, we couldn’t leave out Jeri’s favorite—kittens). Here she received her B.S. degree from Indiana University.

Photography by John McMillan
**Summer Quarter**

**Flexible Programs Cuts Problems**

By Alfred J. Wilson

The change from an eight-week to a ten-week quarter at Southern apparently has been made without students encountering too many serious difficulties.

William E. Simeone, dean of the Graduate School, said the only major effect of the extension of the semester at SIU has been to increase the number of graduates in absentia in the September commencement.

Problems and conflicts that usually arise when any type of important program or schedule change is instituted have been overcome or at least reduced by building flexibility into the summer quarter.

Roy P. Brammall, associate dean of the College of Education, said it was realized that teachers would encounter the problem of conflicting assignments by enrolling in the summer term because they would begin teaching before the term expired.

To solve this conflict, personnel enrolled in the College of Education may take classes that have eight week sessions instead of ten weeks.

Brammall said this scheduling allows time for workshops to utilize the deserted facilities for the remainder of the quarter. Utilization of the complete University facilities in the summer at Southern has a fourth quarter instead of a split term in summer.

The administration could foresee that the first half of the quarter would carry the larger enrollment, and the second half would have a much smaller number. The fourth quarter enrollment keeps increasing, but the teachers should not be too conflicting.

Any change in any program anywhere, no matter how well planned, will present a few problems that must be solved, but any negative effect of the full ten-week quarter seems to be overcome by a greater positive effect.

Instead of complaining about the change from eight-week to ten-week classes, some students interviewed considered it an opportunity to have valuable time to complete the required assignments. This fact seems to be the solution to most problems, and if not the solution it at least makes them more tolerable.

Many graduate students are attending Southern who did their undergraduate work or some postgraduate work at other universities that were on the semester basis. To these students the mention of a split summer term or an eight-week session is bewildering.

Dennis Schick, a graduate student in journalism, said, "an eight-week course is "too fast and furious now."

Several students said they would like to go just eight weeks, but the ten-week term is much better because the work does not pile up so much. Richard Hunskaker, working on his doctoral degree in speech, said, "I guess I would get it done, but I don't see how I could finish my work in any less time."

Lull in Club Activities

**Activities Programming Board Copes With Summer Problems**

By Greg Stanmar

Student members of the Activities Programming Board are responsible for the success of recreation this summer, according to Marvin Silliman, student activities staff assistant.

"The students we have working are very conscientious and are doing a grand job in the amount of time they have," said Silliman. "Some are putting in 20 hours a week."

During the year, the APB staff is a large organization, according to Silliman, but in the summer only 25 to 30 members are available and they "are busy as the devil," he said.

Each member has several jobs, Silliman continued, that they are responsible for. The students who stay up in the summer are the ones who enjoy hard work, he said. Therefore they usually carry many academic hours and probably have other activities.

"You would be spread out more during the year," said Silliman.

Because of the decrease in enrollment during the summer, many problems exist in planning activities, said Silliman. For an example, he offered the bus trips.

Bus trips are planned during the summer to St. Louis for the Municipal Opera, shopping and Cardinal ball games. Whether three or go, the bus still has to be paid for.

The time the APB members give to publicity for the events keeps the trips from being a failure, said Silliman. The summer's special events that have been presented so far are Southern Follies and Tournament Week. The picnic event in Tournament Week brought only four teams to the game table. "It would have been a lot more fun if more had turned up," commented Dan Van Atta, the winner of that event.

Because of the decrease in enrollment in the summer, some of the regular term events are not scheduled for the fourth term. Clubs also feel the effect of the decreased summer enrollment, commented Ken Varcoe, director of student activities. "Seventy-five per cent of their members are probably not here," Varcoe estimated, consequently only a few clubs meet in the summer.

Fraternities, sororities and professional groups do not meet this term, said Varcoe. However, some clubs are exceptions to the summer shutdown. He named the Sailing Club, Southern Players, the Parachute Club, and the Dames Club as some exceptions.

Normally, during the year, there are over 200 clubs, and Activities Office has a large staff to cope with these organizations' activities. Even though there are far fewer members in the summer, said Varcoe, the Activities Office still keeps the same size staff.

**The 42nd. of a series...**

**Ted's Girl of the Week**

**Ted's Club**

**The Light Touch**

By Jack Baird

A girl we know doesn't have the figure for a bikini—just the nerve... Uncles Son is stronger than Atlas. He carries the world with both hands in his pockets.

Teenagers are like airplanes: you only hear about the ones that crash.

Just think—if we had a lady for President, we could have a man for First Lady.

Sign in a store window: "CUSTOMERS WANTED."

We want YOU as a customer for our fresher-than-fresh, delicious hamburgers at the Moo & Cokele.

Get Moo Burgers & Moo Shakes

Moo & Cokele

701 S. University

Nineteen year old Janis Leigh Whittenburg of Carbondale is Ted's forty-second girl of the week. Water skiing and knitting are Janis's favorite activities. Being California bound this September Jan is busy getting her wardrobe in shape. Shown here in a lively pink transistor dress, this dress comes in a bag, proof of its travel efficiency. Also, efficiently priced at Ted's.

Ted's “The Place to go for brands you know!”
**Silver Horse Press**

**Library Gets Trouvillon's Collection**

Papers and the personal library of the late Hal W. Trouvillon, whose private press imprint "The Silver Horse" is familiar to book collectors of both Europe and America, have been acquired by Morris Library.

Trouvillon, who with his wife Violet operated a private press from their home, "Thatchcot," in Herrin from 1925 to 1950, was a newspaperman and former Illinois state official. He was owner and publisher of the Herrin News, which he later merged with the Herrin Journal, becoming co-owner and publisher. He held appointive state office under Republican governors, including membership on the Illinois Commerce Commission and the Illinois Public Employees Pension Laws Commission.

The University library had previously acquired most of the more than 30 hard-cover books from the Silver Horse press, but the new acquisition provides approximately 1,000 volumes from other private presses of England and America which Trouvillon had collected by exchange over the years, according to Ralph E. McCoy, University director of libraries.

From 1950 on, the Trouvillon Press was regarded as the oldest active private press in America, McCoy said.

Trouvillon's first publication was a slim volume, "Thoughts from R.L. Stevenson," 1908. For 25 years he gave away his books to friends as gifts but the demand grew so great that he was forced to begin pricing them.


In the collection acquired by the University are letters to and from noted authors, book collectors and other private press publishers. Among his correspondents were writers John Cooper ("The Palace") and Llewellyn Powys, Kenneth Hopkins, now an artist-in-residence at SIL, Frederic Goudy and Bruce Rogers, type designers, and numerous political figures.

He was particularly interested in Robert Louis Stevenson and published several volumes by and about that author. He was also keenly interested in Illinois history, in gardening, in both the Powys and in the American writer, Lafcadio Hearn. All these special interests are reflected in his library and in his letters.

Included in the collection the University has received are the papers of Trouvillon's sister, the late Mae T. Smith, for many years a member of the Department of English faculty, a writer and a correspondent with prominent authors.

"The Trouvillon collection is a worthy addition to our holdings of works and papers of private presses," McCoy said. "It is especially treasured because it is indigenous to our own area and the titles reflect so much of the history of southern Illinois." Trouvillon was born July 5, 1879 in Norris City, Ill. He attended Valparaiso College and graduated from Indiana University, settling in Herrin in 1904. He retired from the Herrin Journal in 1941 and devoted himself to gardening, travel, writing and the Silver Horse press.

**Activities**

**Movie, Band Dance Scheduled**

Friday

The Activities Programming Board will present "Seven Days In May" at 8 p.m. in Purr Auditorium in the University School. It stars Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Fredric March and Ava Gardner. University I.D.'s are required to be shown at the door.

A band feature surrounding "The Scarlet Ilii" will be held from 8:30 to 11:30 p.m. at Lentz Hall on Thompson Point.

The University Summer Choir will present a free concert at 6 p.m. in the ballroom of the University Center. All members of the choir are also members of the Herrin Journal press. Selections will range from early composers such as Bach and Palestrina to more contemporary composers as Hindemith and Copland.

Summer Musical tickets will be sold from 1 to 5 p.m. in Ballroom B of the University Center.

Parent-Student Orientation will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Ballroom B of the University Center.

Saturday

The NDEA Institute, Department of Speech, will meet from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Davis Auditorium in Wham Education Building.

Department of Public Aid meeting will be held from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. in the Ohio and Illinois Rooms of the University Center.

"Carousel!" will be presented by the Summer Music Theater at 8 p.m. in Muckle­

"Incasce" will feature Ken Mauel of the Department of Recreation in a dis­

"North" is the modern individual and for the future. A pic­
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SIU Theater

Complied by

Talent Scout

"It was most exciting to find your players possessing such genuine and total dedication," said Eddie Foy III, director of Screen Gems' "The Nativity," in reference to the SIU SIU theater program, in reference to the SIU SIU auditioning program.

The statement was in a letter from Foy to R. P. Hihhi, coordinator of special programs at SIU.

Foy visited the campus during spring quarter as part of a nationwide talent search.

"I feel that of all the universities I visited, the arrangements you had set up for the auditioning players and me were the top-flight that it made a lasting impression."

Auditions were conducted at 12 colleges and universities in the area, including SIU. 1,750 persons were interviewed by Foy.

Foy, in his letter to Hihhi, stressed his belief in the importance of college theater.

"College theater and local theatrical performances are the necessary training back­grounds for young aspirants."

They termed the talent search a "total success" partly because of the cooperation received from schools such as SIU.

Education College

Sets Appointments

For Advisement

Appointments for winter quarter advisement for the College of Education may be obtained in Room 110, Wham Building, as follows: Seniors, Sept. 22; Juniors, Sept. 29, and continuing through Oct. 3. Advisement begins on Oct. 4.

Student workers will be able to obtain advisement appointments from their place of employment, according to a policy initiated earlier. A list of all student workers from all offices on campus, should be made up including the student's name, his record number, his college, his major, his favorite adviser and the time he wishes to come in for advisement.

Upon receipt of the list, appointments will be made by the desired school and sent back to the place of employment.

By Rob Wilson

Marching Salukis to Launch

Season at Northeast Mo. Game

The Band's snappy routines make full use of the red, black or plaid dinner jackets to create an unprecedented effect on the football field.

Their unique sound is the careful blend of unusual instrumentation and custom arranging. The band's repertoire includes gridiron versions of both popular and classical pieces.

Despite the loss of Michael Hanes, who would be starring his third season as conductor and idea man, Director of Bands Melvin Siener says that all the trademarks of the Marching Salukis will remain. Hanes enlisted in the Army in lieu of being drafted. The name of his successor has not yet been announced.

The band, famous for its appearance, sound, and spirit, will be readying its routine in a five-day camp beginning Sept. 11. Membership is open without audition to all male students who play wind or percussion instruments. Those interested should come to the band office, T-35.

The dorm well worth looking into--

Discount Prices!

- Guitars-Amplifiers
- Strings-Mikes-Accessories

PARKER MUSIC CO.
606 E. MAIN
CARBONDALE

You know, that trivia that kids post on the bulletin boards. We'll almost guarantee you that your "communications" will be better read in the Egyptian classified ads. Publishing "College Rarities" since 1967 means that nearly 100 percent of the student body reads the Daily Egyptian... most several times a week. And you can place a classified ad for as little as 70 cents. So why mess around making people think you're posting trivia? Go with a big time 70-cent Egyptian classified ad! And make a date with your phone.

DAILIY EGYPTIAN
ACTION CLASSIFIED ADS
Cooperates With SIU

Carbondale Law Enforcement Handled Round the Clock by 21-Man Department

By Mary Jensen

The enforcement of law in Carbondale is in the hands of the 21-man Carbondale Police Department. The police are on duty, visiting the community round the clock. Sirens blaring, a car streaks by on the road. The Carbondale Police are on duty, visiting the community round the clock.

Sixteen patrolmen, three sergeants, an assistant chief and the chief of police make up the Carbondale Police Department. The number is quite low, according to Jack Hazel, police chief, who said the recommendations made by 4 officers for every 1,000 people go nicely.

New members of the department are assigned to work with an older member. "Recruits," said Hazel, "are required to take 160 hours of the police training school offered at Little Grassies. They are paid for this time." Hazel said the department tries to add seven to eight new members each fiscal year, which runs from May 1 to May 1.

"The Carbondale Police Department is given its powers from the City Council. The department's jurisdiction is limited to the city, but 12 members of the force are deployed to allow them to work in the county," according to Hazel.

Radios, an essential piece of equipment, the city jail, is due for a change in the near future. Provision for the proposed changes are included in this year's budget. Hazel continued. Plans call for three individual cells with plumbing in each, new walls, lights and a ventilation system.

The present jail was built in 1917. It consists of one room with three two-man cells. When necessary, Hazel said the county jail was used.

Problems of the Carbondale police are unusual because of the University. "During the main school year, petty larceny under $150 and enforcing the liquor laws are our biggest problems," Hazel said. With such a small staff, the liquor problem is hard to check.

According to Hazel, the University and the city police have a gentleman's agreement. The University police handle those cases occurring on University property. When circumstances arise involving the city department, it is notified.

Chief Hazel said he believed that too many people have a misconception of the police. "I'd say 95 percent of the people know us only through emergencies and traffic violations."

Hazel considers police work a rewarding job. "A policeman has many friendships and knows the satisfaction of solving a case. He also tends to know everybody's business," he added.

And what does the chief of police think of his own work with the police? "It's been interesting."

---

By Weston A. Hinkel

Carol Jones, graduate student and teacher at SIU, sat in the University Center talking of "that special dress" that never gets worn.

"I'd invited even during the summer Center. Attendance at the Lake on the Campus. All students and faculty are invited. Those interested in attending should meet at noon Saturday at the Jewish Student Center.

Jewish Services

Slated for Tonight

Services will be held at 8 o'clock tonight at the Jewish Student Center, 803 S. Washington St. A social gathering will follow.

The Jewish Student Association will sponsor a picnic at 12:30 p.m. Saturday at the Lake on the Campus. All students and faculty are invited. Those interested in attending should meet at noon Saturday at the Jewish Student Center.

STUDENT RENTALS

Apartments - Dormitories Trailers

All Air Conditioned Call

G A L E W I L L I A M S RENTALS
6/c Carbonale Mobile Home Sales
N. Wain St. 457-4422

---

Sweater T-shirts take a low, baggy look with not really these pockets. Dacron polyester and worsted knit to deny (shown here), brown, tangerine. Sizes 5 to 15. $23

THE Ruth Church SHOP

Southgate Shopping Center

"Our ideas center around you!"
Packers, College All-Stars to Battle Tonight at Soldiers Field

Tonight the 1967 College All-Stars will face the Green Bay Packers, the greatest professional football team in the modern era, in the second annual meeting of the professional champions and the lads just recently graduated from the college ranks. As is always the case, the task awaits visiting the All-Stars will be tremendous. Each year the press releases on the All-Stars say this tie will be greater and better than last year's squad. But every year, with a few rare exceptions, the professionals defeat the college team.

Ends Successful Career

By Paul Corcoran
Copley News Service

SAN DIEGO, Calif. — Paul Hornung, dapper and healthy at 34, was a big fell­

er in a checkered gray player in the
talents. But Mecom was serious in
defending Paul. In form 3 Lion 0
large and luxury afforded him by his friendship.

who acquired him in the ex­
double-breasted suit, relaxed on a sofa in a luxurious suite of the
Kona Club.

“You do always retire at 9 a.m. in the morning?” he

It was an offbeat way for a man who is perhaps at least one as important to the sports world as the formal car that Paul Hornung, the “Golden Boy” from professional football. Especially since Paul was at the University of Notre Dame.

But the former Notre Dame wide receiver never was predictable or orthodox. Great, yes. Predictable, no.

It seemed fitting that his own song came and the luxury afforded him by his talents.

Hornung always traveled in style, while he was breaking some records with Green Bay and during his brief stay with the New Orleans Saints who acquired him in the expand­

draft. “I've had 10 beautiful

ful years,” Hornung said, re­

flecting on the days when he was three times All-American Football League back and twice the most valuable player of the season.

“I didn’t want to risk spoiling my golf swing,” Hor­

nong joked in explaining he could not take the risk of trying to play with such def­i­

ced against him.

Exit Hornung, the player, now coaching the coach, at least briefly.

When John Mecom Jr., owner of Wake Forest University, informed Hornung of his temporary assignment as an aide to backfield coach Paul Hornung, the former Green Boy wasn’t nearly as excited as John Taylor, he was obviously kidding. Al­

though seemingly opposite in temperament, Hornung and Taylor have an obvious and genuine camaraderie and friendship.

But Mecom was serious in the hope that the younger Saints backs, on whom the New Orleans prayers are quite literally pinned, won’t “look up” to Hornung as their
teacher and only do what they are told and not try to get their own way. The cocktails were very accurate in describ­
ing the coach.

“Every man here is going to be the best coach in industry,” Hornung told a New Orleans reporter.

Huff will be back at the

the air will be up to Elijah

Pitta and the Golden Boys, Donny Anderson and Jim Gra­

bowski, to move on the ground.

This defensive offense is led by the best offensive line in­

front of Gregg, Bob Skrmsh, Fer­

ney Thurston, Jerry Kramer and Ken Bow­

kling.

Defensively, the Stars will have to move the ball through the likes of Henry Jordan, Ron Kaselstein, Willie Davis, Ray Neriexy, Dick Berson, Herb Adderly and Willie Wood. The All-Stars at least mea­

sure up to their press clippings. The offensive line will not have a man under 250 pounds, and the defensive for­

cast will appear large enough to break State Police weigh station cables.

Gene Upshaw, a 260-pound tackle from Texas A & I, will anchor the offensive line.

He will be helped out by Carel Smith, 260 pounds from Troesh, 270 pounds from Miami Florida, Tom Engler, 250 pounds from Notre Dame, and Bob Rowe, 230 pounds from Western Michigan.

Defensively, the Stars will line—up with huge Bubba Smith, 6-7 290 pounds from Michigan State, and Dave Rowe, 6-7 267 pounds from Penn State. The All-Stars also have line­

backers Jim Lynch of Notre Dame and George Webster from Michigan State, defense­

men and All-Stars for Notre Dame and defensive backs Charles, Purdue, Phil Clark, Denver, Curt Belcher, Brigham Young and Henry King, Utah.

If that All-Star defense can stop the Packers’ machine like offense, then that remains like offense, then all that re­

mains is for the Stars to score some points. That will be up to Bob Greise and Steve Spurrier.

Greise, of Purdue, and Spurrier of Florida ran one­
two in the voting for the Heis­

eman Trophy with Spurrier getting the nod. Both are quart­

erbacks and both can fire the football. All - Star coach George Sauer hasn’t decided which one will start but ei­

ther should provide problems for the Green Bay offense.

To catch the passes of Greise and Spurrier the Stars will have: Tom Reer of Houston, Gene Washington of Michigan, Jacky Clay of Michigan and David Williams of Tennessee.

All-Star backfield will have Clinton Jones of Michigan, Nick Eddy of Notre Dame, Mel Farr of UCLA and Ray Mc­

Donald of Idaho. McDonald is a 260 - pound fullback. The press releases seem to be very accurate in describing the All-Stars.

Saluki’s Basketball Brochure
Cited for National Excellence

SIU’s basketball team re­

ceived yet another citation. Actually, the team didn’t re­

ceive the award directly. SIU

was given a special citation from the United States Basket­

ball Writers Association for one of the best basketball brochures in the nation.

The basketball brochure is made by the SIU Information of­

fice. Special praise should be extended to Fred Huff, who is the SIU Information Office, Larry O’Dell, graduate assistant in

the office and Ron Hines for making this award possible. Huff will be back at the job this season. O’Dell re­

ceived his master’s degree and his plans are announced at this time, while Hines has accepted a job with the St. Louis Cardinals and will broadcast sports for Eastern Michigan University over the radio.

Wake Forest University was also given the same award for the second year in a row. The award was sponsored by Information Directors of America Convention in Chicago.
Red Sox Hope for Improved Catching, Obtain Elston Howard From Yankees

The second place Boston Red Sox, in an attempt to strengthen their catching, have obtained Elston Howard from the New York Yankees for an undisclosed amount of cash and two players to be named later.

Howard, 38 years old, has been with the Yankees since 1955 and is generally considered one of the best catchers in baseball. He has been struggling this season with a .197 batting average. Howard was named Most Valuable Player of the American League in 1963 on the strength of his .287 batting average, 28 home runs and 85 runs batted in.

In other major league transactions, the New York Mets obtained relief pitcher Cal Young from the Chicago Cubs for the waiver price. Koence, in the 54th pitcher to wear the Mets uniform in their six-year history, career race in batted in, while Dempster, in the 53rd, ran out. The Klonka hit the other batters. Six of the seven shots were solos.

The loss was the second straight for their five-in-the-luck six games and dropped them six full games behind the idle St. Louis Cardinals.

For Sale

1956 VW Beetle. Fast, 600 cc. Good condition. Call 7-622 after 4 p.m. or use Univ. Circ. 52

Boys guitar, 2-year-old, good condition. Make concert trumpet, like new. $55. 475-5824.

Brand new refrigerator. $295. 478-5924.

1956 5500 trailer, central air, complete

front to back, unused. $12,500. 478-5924.

1963 Elcar mobile home. 30 X 2, bedroom. Phone 549-302 after 2 p.m.

Rear view mirror, Ford. $2.50. 478-5924.

3457


1955 4035, 4.50 bhp, used. Only 3000 miles. 478-5924.

A '55 Willys. 3.50 bhp, used. $1250. Call 9-3289 after 9 p.m.

Bosox Edge Athletics 5-3, 2 Games Out

BOSTON (AP) - Mike Andrews drove in three runs with a homer and a two-run single. Thursday and led Boston to a 5-3 victory over Kansas City, moving theAmerican League West leaders Red Sox to within two games of idle Chicago.

The A's collected their runs off starter Bill Landis, on a two-out single, a throwing error and Ken Karren's two-run single, a long shot over the screen atop the left-field wall.

Bennett picked up a run on Rico Petrocelli's single in the second. Then Dave Morehead recalled from Toronto and binned by Kan­

noy Beiga,


Dailly Egyptian Action Ads

The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to reject any advertising copy. No refunds on cancelled ads.

For Sale

Golf clubs. Brand new, never used, golf. Fairway 7, 5, $4.50 each. See at 4073-2022.

1956 VW Beetle. Fast, 600 cc. Good condition. Call 7-622 after 4 p.m. or use Univ. Circ. 52.

Boys guitar, 2-year-old, good condition. Make concert trumpet, like new. $55.

Brand new refrigerator. $295.

1956 5500 trailer, central air, complete from front to back, unused. $12,500.

1963 Elcar mobile home. 30 X 2, bedroom. Phone 549-302 after 2 p.m.

Rear view mirror, Ford. $2.50.
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The Cardinals are home after winning 9-2 from Chicago at Wrigley Field and Harry Caray is ready to un·
cover the final event of the series to celebrate the Red Bird's National
pennant.

But was it a minute, Harry? It just ain't so yet. The Cardinals are sporting a
5 1/2 game lead and a hand·
some 64-41 record. But
they still have 37 games to
play.

What will it take to wrap up the crown? Nineteen
five victories? How about an
even 100.

The highest victory total for the National League, since
the addition of the two lacen
franchises in New York and Houston and the shift to a
162-game schedule, was the Dodgers' and Giants' pennant
wielding 101 in 1962.

The lowest total was the Cards' 93 wins in 1904. They lost 69 games that year for a
374 percentage, one of the lowest in recent league history for a pennant winner.

The average winning total for the years 1962-66 in the Senior Circuit is 97 vic-
tories. Using that as a hypo-
thetical figure for the present campaign, the Cardinals need
pick up 33 victories in their
remaining 57 contests. They
would lose 24 games, if they
achieved this imaginary goal.

The second place Cubs
would have to win 38 of the 56 games (the lead as of Thursday to reach the 97-
win plateau. That would pro-
duce a 53-18 winning record for the season's end, or a percentage of .667.

In order for Cincinnati to
achieve the hypothetical goal, the Reds need win 40 of 55 games. The Giants
would need a 41 - 15 record, the
Brewers a 45-10 log, Phil-
adelphia a 48-18 mark and Pittsburgh a 48-12 record.

The percentages would seem to all but eliminate everyone but the Cardinals, Cubs and Reds from the race and give St. Louis a decided advantage in the stretch
run for the flag.

And how about the American League race, which is one of the tightest in years? As
of Thursday the White Sox led the standings with a 59-43 log. Boston (57-46) trailed by
2 1/2, Detroit (55-46) by 3 1/2, Minnesota (54-48) by 5, and California (50-50) by 9.

Past American League pen-
nant winning figures look like
the Yankees 109-54 victories
in 1961, year of the first 162-game AL schedule, in topis. Their percentage that year was an amazing .673.

The Yanks' 1962 totals of 90-66 were the lowest in recent years. The mean
winning percentage for the years 1961 through 1966
for the AL was .523, 101 wins
and 61 losses.

Using that as a hypothetical
winning percentage for the AL
this year, the White Sox would need a 42-18 record, Boston a 44-15 log, the Tigers a
46-13 campaign, Minnesota a 47-13 record, and California a 45-11 record.

This hypothetical mean is probably a bit high, because it is based upon several American
League seasons in which the Yankees, Minnesota and Baltimore ran away and hid shortly after the All-Star
game.

If the present trend con-

In the Majors
continues the American League race could break recent AL
tradition and go down to the
wire. In this case a victory total of about 95 looks more reasonable.

But whatever the standard you set, at least three teams, Chicago, Boston and Detroit
have a good chance of taking the flag and the other two
contain, Minnesota and California, should provide some firewoks of their own.

But you can't count anyone out on percentages alone, and the Cardinals would be the
first team to testify to that. They were involved in one of the most mixed up scram-
bles in Major League history in 1964, when they came from
sixth place, seven games off
the pace on Aug 3 to take the pennant from a crumbling Philadelphia team on the
final day.

When the Cardinals started
their drive they were an im-
posing 54-54. They won 36 and lost 19 from that date on, reducing a 6 1/2 game Phillies' lead in the final 6 weeks to nothing, as the Phils
lost 10 straight games.

The champagne will proba-

bly have to sit on ice for a long time, this year before anyone gets to use it.